
2023MarleneMountainMemorial Contest Results
Judged by Rowan Beckett and Vandana Parashar

Our sincerest thank yous to everyone who submitted to this year’s Marlene
Mountain Memorial Contest. With 217 one-line poems entered, it was not an
easy decision, so you’ll notice a few more Honorable Mentions than usual. The
following poems are significantly insightful, impactful, and highlight a variety
of necessary topics. We feel each of these ku deserve not only to be read, but
also understood and learned from. It was a pleasure to read everyone’s work
and we cannot wait to open back up for submissions in 2024. Please stay tuned
for new details!



First Place

too much white the dark side

– Bonnie J Scherer

The lack of specificity of subject and verb leaves the poem open for the reader
to come to their own conclusion. The power of this senryu lies in subtlety.
While the darkness in the poem could refer to something as simple as a full
moon juxtaposing against a night sky, the keywords here, I think, are “too
much white.” The poet could have used the word “light” instead, but the
specificity of “white” is what leads me to believe the poem could refer to how
White society treats People of Color, as if they are “bad” or “inferior.” “The
dark side” is completely overcome by white, but the darkness is still there,
struggling to exist against it. In a world that’s 15% White, the United States
homes 75% White people. Indigenous People and other People of Color who
originated and built the US have been chased out of their homes, ridiculed and
oppressed since the US was founded, and families have been whitewashed out.
Even today we lose People of Color to unjust dominance and inequality. The
end of segregation was only (nearly) 60 years ago and Junteenth, which
commemorates the emancipation of enslaved people in the US (1865) only
became an o�cial US holiday two years ago in 2021. Yet, we have no problem
dedicating both Columbus Day and Thanksgiving to glorifying White folks
taking land from and slaughtering Indigenous People. The United States, and
society as a whole, is overcome by whiteness. How have we let 15% of the
world’s population dominate the other 85%, and what can we do to help White
folks see that people of every race, religion, gender, orientation, age, etc. truly
do deserve empathy, support, love, and respect? This one-liner is certainly one
way to do it. With elegance, intention, and subtlety, this poet shows us how
protest can be both simple and e�ective.

Commentary by Rowan Beckett



Second Place

and i
the fine slackline

and i
and i

– Kati Mohr

This minimal but loaded ku is exquisite. The repetition and careful placement
of “and i” creates an echoing e�ect, and at the same time gives a sense of
trepidation. We can feel the uncertain steps and swaying as we wade through
this ku, just as we wade through life. What draws me in is the way it resonates
with how we live our life precariously as if perpetually walking on a slackline.
An experimental ku that I feel many will be able to relate to.

Commentary by Vandana Parashar



Third Place

just dusk sweat scents her solstice

–Mariel Herbert

Although this poem could simply be a hiker on their morning jog, it’s the
captivating use of the senses that imply more. This one-liner has an e�ortless
blend of the sensual, sexual, and explicit using many di�erent notes to nature.
In fact, it’s only “her” that alludes this poem to the erotic at all. Again, there is
power in subtlety and openness to interpretation here. Marlene Mountain
wrote many erotic haiku, both simple and direct– it was not a subject she shied
away from by any means, so it’s an understatement to say this one-liner stood
out to me.

Commentary by Rowan Beckett



Honorable Mention

i knowmourning dove i know

– Julie Schwerin

The cooing call or as it is often called the “perch coo” of a mourning dove is a
song sung by an unmated male on a perch and those who hear the call find it
sad or mournful. With just six words (out of which two are repeated), the poet
has managed to portray the raw need of companionship. By claiming to
understand the mournful call of the dove, the poet acknowledges that everyone
needs someone to love and belong to. The poet feels the loneliness of the dove
and maybe the dove's heart too feels the human woe. This ku is a beautiful
example of an inherent connection between all living beings and expressing
oneness with the sentient creatures other thanman.

Commentary by Vandana Parashar



Honorable Mention

his turban folds her free will

– Hifsa Ashraf

This beautifully worded ku brings to mind how a turban is associated with
family honour in India and how the onus of keeping that honour intact is on
the girls, who are conditioned to be submissive and obedient. They are taught
to unquestioningly accept and respect boundaries and discouraged to have a
free will and a voice. I like how this is conveyed without it being in-the face.

Commentary by Vandana Parashar



Honorable Mention

mental illness diagnosed in a sentence

– Laurie Greer

On first reading this ku seemed a simple observation about the society
dismissing or making light of any mental health issue by just saying, “they
have depression” without actually acknowledging the underlying cause or the
need for therapy. But then, on repeated reading, I unwittingly paused after
“mental illness diagnosed” and a new meaning revealed itself and this ku
became all the more powerful. Doesn’t diagnosed with mental illness seem like
a sentence (punishment) considering all the trauma and societal indi�erence
or ridicule? This revelation made this ku worthy of an honourable mention.

Commentary by Vandana Parashar



Honorable Mention

oneschoolday(1)(2)kids(3)(4)(5)deep(6)

–Marilyn Ashbaugh

Although this straightforward poem about the shooting crisis might be
shocking, there are several layers in its compacted spacelessness, which
almost mirrors children huddled together in hiding. This clever allusion to
Marlene Mountain’s haiku “on this cold spring night” is innovative, topical,
and the perfect example of how to utilize haiku for social change.

Commentary by Rowan Beckett



Honorable Mention

bro ken

– Helen Ogden

Using minimalism, this ku calls out toxic masculinity for being “broken.”
There's the "dude bro" aspect juxtaposed with Ken dolls, which are
traditionally girls' toys, but also look exactly the same. I think it highlights
how men are told they have to mask their feelings to "push through" or "suck
it up.” This is both experimental and e�ective.

Commentary by Rowan Beckett


